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 THE MATHEMATICAL GAZETTE. THE MATHEMATICAL GAZETTE.

 178. [A 1. c.] Appro.vimation to the rth root of a number.
 In a review published in the May number of this Gazette, Mr. C. S.

 Jackson has suggested methods of arriving at a certain approximation to the
 rth root of a number i. The following method of dealing with this problem
 is very elementary, in that it only assumes the Binomial Theorem for a
 positive integral index and it is closely allied to the ordinary arithmetical
 method of extracting roots.

 Let a be the first approximation to the root, and let
 V=a + x.

 ? Y=ar + r. at-x + r(r - 1) ar-_x2 + N. N=ar+r.arix+

 .e. x= a 1 + r-1 x (r-1)(r-2)x2 r.a 2 a+ 2.3 a2')
 The first approximation for x is 0.

 The second is .v2=a. a . This is the approximation which is generally
 r. a

 used in seeking the next digit in arithmetical work.
 The third approximation is

 X jX /(1+ r-l x2 - 2a( - a")
 =X/(+ a- - (r+ 1)at+(r-1)V

 The corresponding approximation to ;1V is a +x3, which is

 (r - 1)at+ (r+ I)1
 a(r+ 1l)at+(r- 1) N'

 This solution can therefore be obtained without any preliminary assumption
 as to its form.

 It is of some interest to notice that this work can be set out in the way
 which is generally used for square and cube root, thus:

 CN.B.-x2 l|V- a x -x2 ra- J arr-1 2a

 r.a-+r(r- 1)a-_., +.. (N-C)
 2 (r(- ar) + rr(r - 1)x22a-2 / 2 +...

 r. a"-l + ........... - r(r - )2a-22-...
 r -r(r- 1)xiar-2/2-...

 When the higher powers are neglected this is equivalent to

 / a + x2 r r-1 v22

 - a+x2 /( +r X2)
 the same result as before. F. J. W. WHIPPLE.

 179. [A. 3. k.] Cubic Equations.
 Attention may be .called to a Note by Mr. D. Biddle on a direct method

 of solving (to any required degree of approximation) cubic equations when
 irreducible by Cardan's method. It is to be found in the Educational Times
 for July 1st, 1905. The process is "neither laborious nor prolonged, and
 though expedited by the use of logarithms and reciprocals, is in reality
 independent of all tables."
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